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telegraphed to Austria: they must immediately place their whole army on a *«. 
footing. 'What a joke!' said Berchthold. 'Who's in charge in Berlin?' This wtjfc 
In Berlin many different authorities had long been issuing parallel or contradict^ 
orders. But when war was heralded the war machine, perfected over decant? 
and its chief engineers, the generals, took over command. What the dviuaas did 
was, whether they knew it or not, mere sham activity. They continued to try 
London made three proposals for a settlement; to hold a conference of the ĝ J 
powers as during the Balkan war; to bring the Austro-Serb conflict before the 
International Court at The Hague; and to initiate direct negotiations between 
Vienna and St. Petersburg. The last proposal at least was not rejected by Berlin 
But before it could be put into practice Nicholas II ordered the mobilization of 
the whole Russian army; and before the completion of this process, which re 
quired weeks or months, the German military leaders dedded to strike. Of what 
avail was it that William and Nicholas exchanged brotherly telegrams imploring 
one another to be reconciled just this once more, for the last time, to give way ttlj 
to save the peace? The machines of war were stronger than the fear and premo
nition that now belatedly seized the rulers. On I August, in the words of the 
chivalrous German ambassador, 'the Kaiser, my noble master, [has accepted] the 
Russian challenge in the name of the Reich'. 

The rest was like the unfolding of a familiar process. France had been Russia's 
ally for a quarter of a century. German strategy envisaged an all-out attack on 
Paris through Belgium and northern France; it was essential to defeat France 
before Russia could deploy its full strength. Then, secure in the West, Germany 
could turn against the East. But France would not remain neutral, moreover it 
must not remain neutral, because Germany could not allow an undefeated enemy 
or dubious neutral to rule in the West. What German diplomacy proposed to de
mand in Paris in case of need, the surrender of the French frontier fortificatiom 
as a pledge of good behaviour, was tantamount to forcing France to go to war. 
But the occasion did not arise. The answer which Paris gave to the first of the 
German questions was such that no further banter was needed. On 2 August 
Germany declared war on France, a tactical mistake but unimportant for the 
seekers after truth. Even without the German initiative France would have gone 
to war. 

There had been no great European war in modern times in which Britain had 
not taken part, and there could not be according to the time honoured rules of 
British policy. Britain would dearly have liked to prevent the war, but if this WB 
impossible then it must sooner or later join in to see that the struggle ended in the 
right way. In this instance it was necessary to intervene fairly soon because the 
war would be a quick one in which the first weeks would be decisive. Moreover, 
the British general staff had long ago entered into various agreements with the 
French which,, though not binding, were more corrmutting than the nation 
knew. In other circumstances Britain would have found it very difficult to eats 
the war. Cabinet, parliament and electorate were predominantly pacifist and 
would not readily have recognized the semi-obligations into which Sir Edward 
Grey, the Foreign Secretary, had secretly entered. What made the desired cad 
possible all at once was the German invasion of Belgium, or more accuratth; 
Belgian resistance. If Belgium had crumbled under the weight of German/) 
crushing force with a mere protest, the indignation of the British could not ha« 
been translated into such prompt action. But Belgium hit back and addressed 
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^.rending cries of help to the powers which had guaranteed its neutrality 
1839. Britain now had a good reason for going to war. 
On one side there were Germany and Austria; on the other Russia, France and 

Britain- Russia was there because of Serbia, Britain because of Belgium, and 
France, according to the official formula, to do 'what its interests demanded'. 
Austria was there to score its small, local, silly triumph in the Balkans, and Ger-
^jjy to win the war. It attacked not to conquer a particular thing but to win; 
once war was almost certain Germany had to make quite certain of it by attacking 
Quickly because by this method, and this method alone, could its military plan 
be successfully executed. Bethmann-Hollweg openly admitted this motive to the 
Reichstag. 'Should we,' he asked, 'have continued to wait until the powers wedg
ing us in chose the moment to attack? To expose Germany to this danger would 
have been a crime.' Europe was so civilized in those days and Bethmann Hollweg 
was so honest that he admitted the wrong done to Belgium in unequivocal terms. 

Our troops have occupied Luxembourg and perhaps already Belgian terri
tory. This is contrary to international l aw . . . . We shall undo the wrong that 
we are doing as soon as our military objective has been achieved. Someone who 
is threatened, as we are, and fights for bis all can think only of how to cut his 
way through. 

The minutes of the proceedings record 'tremendous emotion, stormy and pro
longed applause' after these words. 

2. The War Guilt Question 

EX-CHANCELLOR BULO W, who hung about jobless in Berlin in the days follow
ing the outbreak of war provides us in his memoirs with a vivid picture of the 
responsible men as he found them. He saw the Kaiser, looking 'pallid, frightened, I 
might almost say, desperate,' with flickering eyes 'excited and yet exhausted'. 
He saw the 'incredibly helpless and sad expression' in the eyes of the Chan
cellor and asked him: 'How on earth do you think this happened?' 'Bethmann 
raised his long arms to heaven and said in a dull voice: "Heaven knows".' Noth
ing could describe the situation more accurately. The men who to the world 
appeared as the ruthless authors of the war did not know what had happened to 
them. 

They were sincere when they said that they had not wanted it. They had 
thought that all might end well once more and although they had been conscious 
of the danger that things might end badly they had not really taken it seriously 
and fully into account. They had asked nobody for advice-not the political party 
leaders, not the experienced diplomats whom Germany possessed, not the 
travelled businessmen such as Albert Baffin or Rathenau, not the great poli
tical theorists, Hans Delbriick or Max Weber. Monarch, Chancellor, Secretary of 
State, Under-Secretary of State and a few ambassadors had acted secretly, as they 
pleased, from the first day of the crisis, until the moment when the heavy hand 
°f the general staff descended on the helm of the ship of state. They ought to have 
restrained Austria and they could of course have done so. Instead they encour
aged Austria, allowed it to do what it wanted, sabotaged the British mediation 
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proposals and only started to warn Vienna when it was too late. The Kaiser was 
his own master, but only too quickly became the prisoner of the decisions which 
he had irresponsibly taken in the first moments. When the reaction of the others 
was different from what he had expected, when the improbable became probable, 
when one nation anticipated the military decisions of the other and the weight of 
the military machinery began to crush the increasingly feeble efforts of the dip
lomats, the Kaiser lacked the strength or the courage to turn back. He was secret
ly convinced, as were all the others, that what everyone feared must happen 
sooner or later and that it might just as well happen now. There is ample evi
dence to suggest that he was unhappy, had terrible premonitions about the out
come, and did not think that Germany was taking the initiative. In fact Germany 
had surrendered the initiative early on. Thereafter its only activity had been to 
refuse to moderate or to undo what it had partly brought about, while all round 
reactions occurred which the Germans in turn regarded as initiatives. This ex
plains their feeling that they had been attacked and that they had done nothing 

positive to start the war. 
The theory which equates mobilization with war may seem strange to us today 

when the great powers are permanently mobilized. In 1914 this was not, however, 
a specifically German view; Russian and French strategists had also secretly ac
cepted it. But they were not anxious to have it publicly sanctioned because the 
Russian mobilization needed time and should take place undisturbed. It was the 
object of German strategy to prevent the enemy from enjoying this period of 
'war in peacetime'; so Germany, and Germany alone, thought that it must trans
late the equation of mobilization with war into reality as quickly as possible. 
For the others whose strategy was not based on speed the situation was different 
They saw in Germany's hasty declaration of war on Russia an attack, if a pre
ventive one. Bethmann Hollwcg with his question 'should we have waited until the 
others attacked?' himself admitted the preventive nature of Germany's action. The 
poor man never got over the qualms of conscience which the affair caused him. 
History has disproved the military argument on which Germany based its hasty 
action. The plan miscarried; France was never eliminated. Nevertheless the 
German army finally managed to get the better of Russia-an illustration of the 
old truth that politics should not be based on the uncertain calculations of the 
military. In this instance William II was cleverer politically than his generals. 
He would dearly have liked to reverse course at the last moment and to turn the 
whole of Germany's military strength against the East, provided Britain would 
guarantee the neutrality of France. But Britain did not do so and the German 
general staff insisted on carrying out its own plan. 

Could there have been a compromise between Austria and Serbia? For the 
moment, yes. If Count Berchthold had been a little more restrained, if he had not 
actually wanted war against Serbia, which, as we know, he did, he would have 
been sure of diplomatic success. What would have happened if the Serb govern
ment had accepted the Austrian ultimatum in all its points? Not much. Such an 
acceptance would have made it absolutely impossible for the Austrians to go to 
war; whereupon a few Austrian officials sent to Serbia to investigate the assassi
nation would have presented a spectacle of helplessness. The excuse that such 1 
visit was incompatible with the Serb constitution can hardly be taken seriously; 
things which were still less in accordance with the constitution happened in 
Serbia. The Austrian Cabinet wanted its little war against Serbia in order to 
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strengthen the position of the Habsburg monarchy, and was prepared to accept 
the risk oft great war. The readiness of the Serbs to play the Austrian game in
stead of withdrawing from it by making what in substance was an insignificant 
sacrifice shows that they too accepted the war, not the little one but the great 
one which alone could bring them salvation and gain. They considered political 
unification with national groups with which they later lived in not very happy 
union sufficient reward for a Russo-Austro-German-French war. They acted 
as they did because they were sure of Russian help. 

If the chain of cause and effect was strongest at the places of origin of the crisis, 
that is in Vienna and Belgrade, the responsibility did not diminish in proportion 
to the distance from the immediate scene of action. In spite of all frivolity, nar
row-mindedness and orthodoxy, the Austrian diplomats could claim that in the 
last resort the existence of something was at stake without which they could not 
imagine either the world or themselves, the Danubian monarchy. Official Russia 
had nothing comparable to risk. What for the Austrian state were questions of 
life and death were for the Russians marginal matters, questions of prestige, and 
fictitious aims. Even if the whole of Serbia had temporarily been occupied by the 
Austrians Russia's safety would not have been threatened. It is said that Russia 
had a sensible reason for being interested in Serb independence; it did not want 
the Germans in Constantinople, it wanted buffer states between the German 
powers and the Straits. But in the reaction of Russian nationalism against Austria 
there was more hysteria, more drivel about 'Slav brotherhood', more hankering 
after war than sound commonsense. The fictitious character of the Russian 
'friendships' in the Balkan peninsula is illustrated by the example of Bulgaria, 
for whose foundation, existence and expansion Russia had straggled in Bis
marck's time, only to discover very soon in Bulgaria its Balkan enemy and to 
embrace Serbia instead. Only for deluded and frightened politicians would such 
friendships have been worth a war. 

France's attitude was one of icy correctness. The French did not oppose the 
British attempts at mediation, neither did they do anything to stop the hasty 
Russian mobilization which it is said they regretted. They preferred war to a dip
lomatic defeat and did nothing to minimize such a defeat in time, in order to 
make it acceptable. Their main concern was to be the attacked, the innocent in 
this war. With the best will in the world one cannot say that they displayed much 
imagination, passion or human greatness in preventing it. 

Britain's position was different. There alone the seriousness with which people 
took the crisis corresponded more or less to the seriousness of the situation, there 
alone people knew more or less what was at stake. Later it became fashionable 
to say that Sir Edward Grey, the Foreign Secretary, could have prevented the 
war if he had made a timely and determined stand and had frightened Germany 
off; but it must be remembered that, given the British mentality and the British 
constitution, he could not make an early stand. Moreover, he must have feared 
that an open promise of help would tempt Russia and France to adopt an 
even more intransigent attitude. He could no longer do the right thing in the 
Poisoned situation of that summer; error and danger lurked whichever way he 
turned. At least he tried desperately. 

Nobody knew what anybody else would do. This was the basis of the risk, of 
the bluff, the sportsmanship of the affair; this has always been the basis of the 
fitw of politics. Even in a game of chess the players have to keep their plans 
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secret. The fact that nations and states are not pawns to be played with is in con. 
flict with the character of the sovereign state and the conventions of a so-exiled 
foreign policy itself; efforts are being made to do away with them in our day,«, 
far without success. We know at any rate that merely to announce what one is 
going to do is not enough to solve problems of foreign policy and to prevent wart. 
In the light of the experiences of 1914 it has become fashionable since the thirties 
to list, frequently and loudly, all the issues on which one is going to go to war, 
This did not help in 1939 and probably does not help much today. During the 
war the most fantastic war aims were put forward in Germany, occasionally by 
the government or its officials, more often by politically irresponsible groups, ts-
sociations, writers or generals. The provisions of the Treaty of Brest-Litovsk 
were also fantastic. It is easy to conclude that there must be a connection between 
war aims and the cause of the war. It is sensible if one has an aim to use these 
means, and only those, that ate likely to lead to its realization; the aim become! 
the reason for the means. In order to make the conclusion convincing it is neces
sary only to prove that expansionist aims-if not always identical with those 
thought up during the war-had been in the air in Germany before the war. 

To say, however, that there was a 'connection' is not saying anything very de
finite. Nobody denies that the German feeling of not being 'satisfied' existed even 
before 1914, that it was strong and helped to create the atmosphere, the expectation 
of war and the preparedness for it. But it is not possible therefore to jump to 
conclusions as to the real cause of the war. If it were, the same yardstick could 
be applied to others who also had aims, less extreme aims perhaps but more pre
cise aims that were clearly circumscribed by geography and history and so had 
greater weight. France had designs on Alsace-Lorraine, and Russia on Constanti
nople, which it was in fact promised in the secret treaties of 1916 and which hid 
been a notorious Russian objective long before 1916. If war aims are proof of wit 
guilt then all were guilty to a greater or lesser degree and it only remains to ask 
in whose favour the difference of degree operated. While the Russians knew whit 
they wanted the Germans did not; at one time they wanted only a little, at anothe 
a great deal; they set their sights high in one place and low in another, and vice 
versa, and for four years they argued passionately about their war aims. In whit 
other country was there a 'war aims discussion' of the kind that went on in Go-
many? 

Historians make the point that the others also had aims, but that they woe 
marginal aims that could have been achieved without war. Germany being cen
trally situated-'hemmed in' as Bethmann Hollweg put it-could not realize hi 
imperial dreams without breaking out or 'exploding', without making itself 
master of the Continent. People had long prophesied Germany's impending ex
plosion. Such prophecies help to explain how a world war became possible, they 
do not represent a chain of cause and effect. 

In the whole German-Austrian dialogue of July 1914, in the telegrams, the 
protocols, the top secret documents, there was no mention of Germany's im
perial aims. There were references to the need to put an end to the intolerable 
conditions on Austria's southern frontiers, to the necessity of supporting the 
country's wavering ally because it had no other. It was said that if there mutt 
be a war it had better happen now rather than later. Very rarely, in the most 
intimate discussions, there were hints that, if all were to end well, the ring round 
Germany, the Franco-Russian alliance, would be broken. Then, when Rum* 
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started, at first in secret, to prepare for action, there was mention of the threat of 
jp undisturbed Russian mobilization occurring in peacetime. And this fear pure 
sod simple overwhelmed everything and decided everything. There was not a 
«ord about imperialist aims. Of course, it is possible to argue that these people 
kept their innermost thoughts to themselves. But they did not. William II never 
made more incredible off-the-cuff statements than in July 1914. If the idea that 
Germany needed the war because it wanted to conquer something or other had 
mossed his mind he would have been the last person not to write it down; during 
tig war, in fact, he did not hesitate to put down on paper or to voice the most 
ridiculous ideas on those lines; but not during the crisis. When he realized that 
die peace was lost the Kaiser poured all his sorrow and fury into the remark that 
if Germany must bleed to death Britain should at least be deprived of India. 
this is not the language of a conqueror. 

No other historical question has been so thoroughly examined as the question 
of die responsibility for the war of 1914. In Germany there was a journal called 
Die Kriegsscrtuldfragt (The War Guilt Question) and there were university chairs 
whose holders concerned themselves with almost nothing else. The reason lies 
largely in the tactlessness of the victorious Allies who, boldly anticipating the 
findings of scholars, prejudged their own case by including in the peace treaty 
a reference to Germany's sole guilt for the war. On this paragraph they based 
their demand for reparations; therefore in order to destroy the whole moral and 
legal foundation of the Versailles Treaty German historians only had to refute 
the theory that Germany alone was responsible for the war. Hence the fervour 
with which scholars on both sides devoted themselves to unscholarly ends. Now 
at last the actors of the drama of 1914 are all dead and the young volunteers of 
those days are old men. Now that this bloody story has moved sufficiently far 
into the background and is overshadowed by more recent and even mote wicked 
misdeeds, it has become possible to describe it, without scholars having to quar
rel over it - to describe it as it really was, with its guilt and partial guilt, with 
its human inadequacy everywhere. 

3. Moods 

ALL thought they were being attacked, kings, diplomats and nations. Logically 
this was not correct; if all are attacked nobody attacks and nobody is attacked. 
Reality, however, does not aspire to be logical. In fact Russia thought itself 
attacked by the Austrian action against Serbia, and Germany by the Russian 
mobilization; to some extent the conflagration was self-igniting and as a result 
everybody accused someone else and everybody saw himself as the victim. But 
at the same time they were all happy to be attacked. There was jubilation in 
Europe in the early days of August 1914, as well as aggressive fury and aggressive 
enthusiasm. The feeling differed in intensity from country to country; in France 
it w« probably somewhat less strong than in Germany, where it was a little 
wronger than in Britain. But it existed also in Britain. Even in London the masses 
titrcoged the streets clamouring for war while the Cabinet made its last feeble 
^gestures. For years the peoples of Europe had been set against each other 
*» deceived by rxdrdcians and journalists. Yet it would be wrong to say that at 
*» Moment in their heart of hearts they wanted to preserve the peace. The war 


